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Welcome to the first
emagazine for 2011.
The past few months
have been trying times for most
Australians, affected by drought,
floods, fires and a huge cyclone, not
to mention our NZ neighbours and that
earthquake. One positive out of all this
is seeing people pulling together and
giving each other a hand. This shows
some true Aussie spirit. Well done.
Decent rainfall in some areas
promises a great year ahead as many
species can flourish with the new feed
and water about. Although good news,
we still consider our farmers already
battling the elements. It will be great
to see hunters doing their part to help
protect and bring back the crops in
some states.
Please read on to see some highlights
from the site over the last few months.

AusHunt - Aussie hunting!
-Hunting Stories + Photos
-Business Directory
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Steve Lee hardly needs an
introduction in shooting circles these
days. Since his YouTube sensation,
hit single, “I Like Guns” was released
in December 2009, he has reached
over 2 million fans worldwide, and the
music (and videos) keep coming.
Since then, Steve has been personally
invited to America by the NRA, had
his song “I Like Guns” used in video
games and on numerous TV shows
including the latest “Guns in America”
which has been released by HBO,
he’s been interviewed nationally on “A
Current Affair”, released a DVD, and
more recently, had his name added
to the ticket for the NSW Shooters
and Fishers Party for upcoming state
election.

happened to our shooting and hunting
traditions and the best way to make
changes is to not only talk about it but
to do something about it”

We caught up with Steve and asked
him, amidst all of the fans, fame and
controversy, what was his purpose for
getting involved in the political side of
gun ownership.

Steve grew up in a small country town
Broken Hill, where shooting, fishing
and camping were some of the only
things to do. He brought his own
family up in Broken Hill (until they
relocated to Parkes NSW in 2006) and
his family had played music together
prior to Steve’s solo career taking off
so rapidly.

“I suppose the main reason for getting
involved is I believe, as most gun
owners do, that there needs to be
some major changes in the way the
community and Government view law
abiding gun owners. I have always
had a strong opinion about whats

“Taking the family out fishing, shooting
and camping has always been a big
part of our lives. Broken Hill is a great
place for all these activities but even
as my kids where growing up, things
got harder with fishing licenses, gun
licenses and all the restrictions with

Feature Story
camping in national parks and other
places. We always abided by the
new laws and restrictions but they all
made life harder to enjoy, those where
defiantly free’er times.”
Steve’s family band, The Lees,
also recorded one of Steve’s “gun”
songs before “I Like Guns” was even
recorded. The track, “She Don’t Like
Guns” talks about how Steve’s wife
Tracey puts up with Steve’s wild, gunloving ways, even though she doesn’t
share the same passion for firearms.
“She don’t Like guns” was supposed
to be a love song but it somehow
ended up to be about guns. When I
played it to Tracey she just smiled and
said “yeah good one”. Some people
have asked me how it feels to have a
wife that doesn’t like guns but the fact
is, she likes them, just not as much
as me. Tracey has also had a lot to
do with the whole project and I have
some great footage of Tracey shooting
machine guns at the Knob creek shoot
in Kentucky, the best bit is where
Tracey shoots a full auto Glock 18. 33
shots in a few seconds, she’s cool.”
For the average YouTube viewer,
Steve may seem like some sort of
trigger-happy lunatic, but once you
hear more of his story, you come to
realise that he is simply a family man

who enjoys his guns. In a way, he
represents the general consensus
of gun owners – normal, everyday
people who enjoy hunting, shooting
and collecting.
“Over the past couple of years I have
come to realize that the only way
our shooting tradition will be safe in
Australia is by everyone supporting all
aspects of it. I think more gun owners
need to basically do more shooting
and hunting. We all need to support
our own local clubs both financially
and with our time by turning up to
shoots. I encourage all my friends
to get there gun licenses and do
more shooting. We can also support
organisations that do a lot of work for
the gun industry, like the SSAA and
the Shooters and Fishers party. These
organisations are there for shooter,
fishers and anyone who enjoys the
great outdoors. Lets get behind them
and keep our traditions alive.
Steve’s new album is due out mid
2011.Yes another 12 gun songs.
Check his website for more info
www.ilikeguns.com.au
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Pleasing Freezer Filling
I awoke in excitement when my alarm
started blaring at 4am Saturday
morning.

Time to go hunting!
All our gear was pre-packed ready, it
was basically just a matter of making
my brother and two mates a strong
coffee, then hitting the road to our
hunting destination.
We arrived at the property at 5.30am
and roughly planned our hunt before
leaving the car. We then headed out
on foot further into the property, still
under the cover of relative darkness.
We made our way to a large feeding
flat while continuously glassing in
the increasing light, and it didn’t take
long before my brother Stuart spotted
5 fallow does through his Leupold
8x42 binoculars feeding at the far
end. Darcy and Ben opted to sit down
and observe Stuart and I stalk in on
the group, but unfortunately after 10
minutes of stalking the breeze did a
turning act and the deer took flight into
the thick scrub.
Disappointed, we turned back and
started heading back towards Darcy
and Ben’s position. There were quite
a few red backed wallabies around,
so Stuart decided to see just how
close he could get to one of them.

Whilst doing so he noticed a flash
of movement in the bush to his left,
identifying it as the rear end of a
fallow. He whistled to get my attention
and signalled to me that there was a
fallow nearby, so I quietly made my
way to his position and followed him
into the light timber. Making our way
up a small bank we stopped and there
it was, not 20 metres from us, walking
unconcernedly away from us.
Stuart folded down his bipod on his
Weatherby Vanguard 30-06 and
rested it across a fallen tree before
angling an 180gr Nosler Accubond
into its rear end raking up through its
vitals. I knew it was a good shot, but
wasn’t surprised when Stuart quickly
reloaded and sent another 180 grainer
into its high shoulder after turning
broadside. Two perfect shots left the
doe dead on its feet for 3 yards before
collapsing.
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Darcy and Ben hastily made their way
over to give a helping hand to hang
the deer ready for processing. It was
still reasonably early by this time, at
7.30am so Ben and I decided to head
over to the ‘’ ridge spot’’.
The ‘’ridge spot’’ is a ridge overlooking
a feeding gully, where we have seen
countless deer before. So we were
not surprised to see 6 fallow does
feeding when we arrived, but the wind
turned just as I was lining up one of
the does and the group high tailed it
into the thick scrub that surrounds the
clear feeding flat. Not to be beaten,
Ben and I headed down the ridge and
into the bush hoping that we might still
get a chance for a shot. This turned
out to be the case when Ben spotted
a young doe about 12 metres away
from my position and signalled to me
to shoot.

I raised my Howa .338wm
and sent a 225gr Federal
Pointed Soft Point on its
way.

and proceeded to remove as much
usable meat as possible, while doing
so Darcy decided a fresh venison
barbeque was a great way to top off
the mornings hunt. This led to some
firewood gathering and a small fire
was lit with Stuart’s flint. After lots of
‘’mmm this is good!’’ we put out the
fire and carried the rest of the meat
back to the car, before departing for
home with two of the best kind of
eskies, full eskies!
by Tony Gillahan, Ensay VIC.

Rate or comment on this story

I knew the shot was good, as I saw
the doe turn in the scope after firing
and there was a very noticeable exit
wound on its offside shoulder.
We retrieved the doe and carried it
back into the open gully, where Stuart
and Darcy arrived shortly after to
investigate the sound of the shot. With
the story telling over Stuart got to work

See competitions here

Featured Business

Bradley Smoker
Bradley Smoker welcomes you to
the wonderful world of gourmet food
smoking. An exciting adventure
awaits you, filled with a realm of
delicious food that will have you
coming back for more, time and time
again. Our world-class line-up of
products and accessories is designed
to allow you to enjoy the great taste
of smoked food right in the comfort of
your own home.
Whether you choose original Bradley
Smoker, a Digital Bradley Smoker
or Smoke Generator to build your
own, Bradley Smoker gives you a
clean burning smoker that requires
little attendance. We utilise a unique
system of consistent temperature
settings to avoid high-temperature
gases, acids or resins that would
distort the appearance or flavour of
smoked foods. This means a great,
smoked flavour with no aftertaste.
Forget the guessing and uncertainty
of smoking food; the Bradley Smoker
and it’s accessories gives you perfect
results each and every time!
Have you tried our range of cures?
Now you can make your own hams,
bacon, pastrami’s right at home, it is
that simple and is also great for fish.
Gourmet meals have never been so
easy to make and enjoy. Think of the
various dishes you’ll be serving your

family and friends with no fuss and in
little time. Juicy maple-glazed smoked
salmon, rich and tender rubbed ribs
done West Coast style, irresistible
venison jerky … the list of delicious
meals made at home in the Bradley
Smoker is simply too long to name.
But did we mention fish?
Bradley Smoked fish has the world
running wild with the flavour from
smoked kingfish to snapper and
even the odd marlin. The possibilities
are endless, as are the recipes you
choose to make, visit our website to
get a great range of ideas!
The Secret to the smoker is the
bisquettes, made of hardwood
chippings that are bound together

using precise quantities, at controlled
pressures and densities. Our smoker
burns a flavour bisquette once every
20 minutes producing a clean smoke
flavour. As each is burnt, it is gently
pushed from the burner element by
the next bisquette, to be extinguished
in the bowl of water. The cycle
continues for as long as the smoker is
loaded with bisquettes.
When wood burns, the smoke flavour
is produced in the initial minutes of the
burn. Wood that has been burning for
too long, or too hot, will dramatically
distort the flavour of the food being
smoked. The after taste can be acidic
and bitter. However, using a Bradley
Smoker and the Flavour Bisquettes,
your meals will have that natural
smoked taste every time.

market delivers the kind of control
required to produce great smoked
food. This technology was made
available to all enthusiasts in 1999
and is now recognised as the leading
best seller of food smoking products.
Bradley Smoker manufactures
many models to fit your specific
requirements. We have a model that
can produce over 25kg of smoked
food at a time, The digital smoker is
designed to give even more control
over your food smoking, allowing
for very long, slow, low temperature
smoking that is fast becoming a very
popular method of cooking.

The Bradley Flavour Bisquettes come
in Alder, Apple, Cherry, Hickory, Maple,
Mesquite, Oak, Pecan, Special Blend
and there is a Variety Pack available.
The Bradleys have been making
food smokers for executive chefs
and gourmets for over 20 years. The
secret to great smoke flavour has
always been in the control of the
smoke. No other food smoker on the

For more information and accessories go
to www.bradleysmoker.com.au or phone
Gourmet Innovations on +61 2 8412 8321

Product reviews

Muela Knives are custom spanish
hunting knives that have been made
by the Muela family for generations,
and utilize tough Moly-Vanadium
stainless steel. Each Muela Hunting
Knife is handsome as well as
functional with handle materials
that include Red Stag antler, exotic
stabilized hardwoods and Pakawood.
All Muela Knives are built to last and
carry a one-year full replacement
guarantee.
Available at AussieKnives.com
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Muela Pig Knife

The Safari Supply Company
Outfitters to Hunters, Fly Fishing Bums and Professional Adventurers
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Product reviews

Misty Mountain Sambar - Vol 4
Join Wild Images hunter /
photographer Rob Harvey as he
captures on film, the mystery and
splendor of these magnificent game
animals in the wild New Zealand
forests. 2004 Australian Deer
Association WINNER.
Hunting DVDs - wild stag hunting
captured on film. 100% wild deer
hunting footage, $48.00 inc p+p. Wild
deer colour photos framed $35.00 inc
p+p.
To order or find out more information
on Rob Harveys dvds or wild deer
prints call him on 0421 508 677 or
contact him here.

Western SYDNEY

Working Dog Supplies
We’ll look after you and your dog.
Plates, collars, first aid kits, swags, cage tarps, yard/kennel
products and more... Friendly service, fast delivery.

Phone: 0410 187 839 or Email: weaping@bigpond.com

Product reviews

Fenix TK21 Flashlight
Fenix TK21, adopting the latest American
Cree XM-L LED, TK21 is the first high
intensity and compact outdoor flashlight
using XM LED with the side mode switch
button. Fenix TK series flashlights feature
a powerful, tough and waterproof to IPX-8 Standard design, which is suitable for
various outdoor environments, such as hunting and searching.
Powered by two CR123A batteries (Lithium) or one 18650 rechargeable battery
(Li-ion), with multiple brightness levels, the light makes a perfect combination of
the extremely high intensity and the ultra long runtime. Therefore, TK21 must be
your reliable partner when hunting, searching, rescuing, etc.
Available at LEGEAR Australia. More information on this product.

Firearms Guide 2nd Edition
Firearms Guide with Schematics: 2nd Edition is the world’s
most extensive firearms, ammo and air guns reference
guide. It is a must have for anyone with an interest in
firearms, air guns, ammunition, hunting and shooting, both for
professionals and hobbyists. It is the ultimate tool to search,
find, identify and research guns.
Our database of over 50,000 guns and ammo is so extensive,
we couldn’t fit it in a book, so we put it on a double-layer DVD
for your computer! Even though it is on DVD, Firearms Guide
does not require any installation on the user’s computer, it
starts automatically when inserted, so it’s really not software
but a gun reference guide readable on PC for Windows 7, Vista and XP.
Key Features:
1. Reference guide that presents over 50,000 models of Firearms, Airguns and
Ammo from 425 manufacturers worldwide! with one click.
2. Schematics Library with over 1,550 gun schematics with parts lists from 130
manufacturers!
• Available at: www.firearmsguide.com with free shipping. Price $39.95

Should silencers be illegal?

Recommended Torches

60 minutes this week

New rimfire round from
Winchester

Posted by bigfellascott 17 Feb 2011
Majority says NO. Plenty of positive
responses here to make a case for
using silencers whilst hunting. A few
negative points are discussed and the
topic ends up anything but silent...

Posted by cameronpatrol 25 Feb 2011
The story on Martin Bryant evoked
some sad memories and also a
reminder of the gun laws that followed.
Talks about the facts but also the
inconsistencies in the evidence along
with the media hype. Then someone
mentions conspiracy....

Banff’s Pics

Posted by banff 3 Feb 2011
Check out this topic for some serious
pigdogging action and photos. Banff
shows us his dogs, pigs, hunting
country, vehicles and all things
pighunting. Highly recommended and
some fantastic pics. Thanks Banff!

Survivalism

Posted by merlin32 13 Feb 2011
So the big mushroom cloud appears
in the sky. Do you grab your rifle and
head to the bush? Have you got what
you need to survive.... an interesting
read even if it only points you towards
some great books and tv shows.

Posted by joog 27 Jan 2011
Don’t leave camp without one!
Members discuss the differences in
equipment and recommend some
great low cost alternatives.

Posted by Mltzer 27 Feb 2011
There is plenty of speculation around
a new product from Winchester. The
secret is confirmed and we now have
a new Winchester 42Max Australian
rimfire round. Members compare and
look forward to using the new round.
Revolutionary!

The best long range setup
available

Posted by Hairyhunter 22 Feb 2011
Buying yourself a present is ok with
us, especially when it is the Best!
Members recommend the .338 Lapua,
.50 BMG or the .408 Chey Tac but
then Hairyhunter decides to get some
more experience with the 300WM he
already owns. Will be interesting to
see where the big dollars get spent.
These discussions and many more
available at the AusHunt Forum.
Visit the Forum

From our members

Best BLOG!
Create your own gun safe by
starting a blog.
We are encouraging all VIP
members to create a GUN
SAFE. You can list all the
guns you own and tell us a bit
about the make, model and
information on each one. Other
members will be able to rate
your entry and make comments.
Check out Skull’s Gun Safe.

Gallery Photos

SKULL’S GUN SAFE
Lanber 12G Under & Over Shotgun

Make: Lanber
Model: 2087 EST
Year:Unknown
Action: Break Open
Type: Centrefire Shotgun
Calibre: 12 guage
Magazine Capacity: 2
Attachments: None
Scope: N/A
Purchase Price: $850
Review: Was in great condition, does the
job well and lots of fun
Best Kill: Multiple Rabbits, Hares & Foxes

Savage 17Hmr

ming in
Jack Baird - Ducks co

Make: Savage
Model:93R17 BTVS
Year: 2010
Action: Bolt Action
Type: Rimfire See more details

Browning X-Bolt Varmint Stalker
.308

Dog_Gone - My first deer
To see many more images,
comments and descriptions,
check out the member’s gallery.

Make: Browning
Model: X - Bolt Varmint Stalker
Year: 2010
Action: Bolt Action
Type: Centerfire See more details

Site news and
developments...
The start of 2011 sees us developing
our plans to expand the site into
some new areas to enhance user
experience and align business better
with the site. Over the coming months
we will be releasing some new
features but for the time being we’ll
keep it a surprise!
As always we consider all website
suggestions and ideas that are
emailed to us or posted in the forum.
If enough people back the idea then
we look at making it happen for our
members if possible.
I’d encourage everybody to have their
say for any future development of the
site, after all it is YOUR site.

VIP Forum Members
Joining the VIP forum member
program allows you to get some extra
features on the site. Most notable
is unlimited space to upload photos
in your posts or gallery, 100 private
messages instead of 30, sell second
hand products in the classifieds and
the ability to create your own hunting
diary or gun safe (blogs).
For $15 bucks for a whole year, we
believe this is great value.
Support your site today!

Business Directory
- Free listings and email
All free listings in the business
directory can now add their email
address so our users can contact
them through the directory.
See if your business is listed.

Business Forum category
There is a new category within the
Forum for businesses to post their
monthly specials, products for sale
and announcements. Sign up now!

1 Year Business Advertising
Packages
We have developed some complete
packages that take advantage of ALL
the promotional channels across the
site and emagazine. These are heavily
discounted to suit any budget and last
for 12 months.
Enquire today!

Competitions

EMAIL your hunting

STORIES and photos
to WIN these prizes!
We’re not asking for professional writers but true blue hunting stories as told in
your own words! Send in your hunting stories and photos to be entered into any
of the current competitions on the site at the time.

Win these prizes! Good Luck everybody.
Steve Lee Gift Packs

When Steve Lee embarked on the project to make the film
clip for his hit song “ I LIKE GUNS” he was unaware of the
extraordinary journey that lay ahead of him. Read more...

Muela Pig Knife

Muela Knives are custom spanish hunting knives that have
been made by the Muela family for generations, and utilize
tough Moly-Vanadium stainless steel. Read more...

Wild Images DVDS

Rob Harvey shows off his skills filming Sambar in New
Zealand and Big Stags in Queensland, Australia. Some great
images and fantastic footage all round to appeal to every deer
hunter or photographer alike. Read more...

Fenix TK21 Flashlight

Fenix TK series flashlights feature a powerful, tough and
waterproof to IPX-8 Standard design, which is suitable for
various outdoor environments, such as hunting and searching.
Read more...

Recent winners :)
- Darryn, Elizabeth Vale SA

- Troy Crittle, Duri NSW

- Donald Brady, McGraths Hill NSW

- Tony Gillahan, Ensay VIC

Note: Please read the guidelines before submitting your material.

Australia’s Hunting Business + Products Directory
www.aushunt.com.au/directory
Search for Australian outfitters and retailers in your area, book your next
hunt or buy Australian products and services.
Add your hunting business for free today by registering as a business
member in the directory.
Please support our sponsors
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